Host Buzzard says:
The crew of the Seleya's ongoing investigation into the disappearance of items across the ship continues. To date the items which have disappeared are a Disruptor rifle, a Quantum torpedo, medical scalpel and the CSO's furniture.

Host Buzzard says:
In the interim the ship's (relieved of duty) XO has undergone a metamorphous and is now a Romulan sub commander who has beamed directly down to Romulas and into the middle of war zone. Admiral Bolitho of SFI met with Commander Lira-Bolitho and instead of a warm hello, barked orders with regards to sending a transmission to unknown co-ordinates.

Host Buzzard says:
The Seleya remains on patrol of the Romulan and Cardasian borders. Captain Richmond has come down with a terrible virulent version of Risian flu and as such has been confined to quarters. Acting XO Abdel- Hammed has taken command of the Seleya

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***And now the epic conclusion of Buzzard where forth art thou***

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***And now the epic conclusion of Buzzard where forth art thou***

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***Continue Mission***

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***Continue Mission***

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Somewhere on Romulus slightly beaten up , and standing at a safe arms length from the Admiral::

ACO_Hazzem says:
::In the middle of the bridge, gazing at the main screen::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: On the bridge, at SCI1 monitoring critical systems ::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@CIV: Confirm the message has been sent Tam?

AXO_Jameson says:
::in the XO’s chair, using her arm monitor to scan the immediate vicinity::

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@Adm: it has Sir ... Will there be anything else before I put the comms devise away?

ACMO_Harek says:
::enters the turbolift on Deck 8:: TL: Deck 12

TO_Cloud says:
::stands waiting for order from the CTO::

CNS_Samantha says:
:Standing quietly in front of science two, she glances up at the view screen from time to time as she studies the readings from the console. With a sigh she glances at the ACSO:: ACSO: Anything new?

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::Shakes head::

EO_Hixxan says:
::enters main engineering, and walks to the master display unit, glances quickly at the situation monitor on the far side of the room::

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Holds his hands behind his back, thinking::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Incoming communiqué from StarFleet Command

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Puts the comms devise back into her jacket and looks at him:: Adm: So where to now Sir ?

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
CNS: Not yet... aside from that phaser rifle from the armory.

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: Incoming from SF Command Sir

CTO_Darklighter says:
::in the armory fuming at an ens.::


ACO_Hazzem says:
::snaps out of his thoughts:: AXO: Ummm, on screen

AXO_Jameson says:
::puts the comm on screen::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Turns to look at the main viewer ::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
<Adm_Crenshaw> ACO:Commander ::Nods:: Where's Captain Richmond?

EO_Hixxan says:
::picks up duty roster and begins to scan through the duties for the day, notices plasma pipe repairs on 5 decks::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::turns to Cloud:: TO: Ok Ens get yourself to ME, your in charge of the search team there

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Kicks at the floor waiting for the Admiral to answer her::

ACO_Hazzem says:
Adm_Crenshaw: The Captain is suffering of Risian Flu and he's confined to his quarters, I'm in control of the Seleya for now

ACMO_Harek says:
::exits the turbolift and heads for sickbay::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@CIV: We move Tam ::hauls out a communicator and begins talking into it::

AXO_Jameson says:
::performs a tentative long range scan of the area::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Exits the armory and heads to the TL::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Turns back to the console and taps some keys:: CNS: Anything from your station?

TO_Cloud says:
CTO: ready sir

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::waits and watches wondering if she will ever find out why she’s here but has given up asking :: Adm: is there any point asking where to Sir ?

AXO_Jameson says:
::finds nothing in her scans, but keeps them going in a steady alert, with a warning if even a micron is out of place::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
<Adm_Crenshaw> ACO: ::Lets out a loud sigh and mumbles under his breath:: ACO: Commander you have new orders. You are to set course for Romulas immediately

CTO_Darklighter says:
::enters the TL:: TL: Bridge

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances away from the view screen, she turns to the ACSO and thinks for a moment. Glancing down at the console she shakes her head:: ACSO: Nothing, maybe we're looking at this in the wrong way..

TO_Cloud says:
::turns, nods to his team and walks to the TL::

ACMO_Harek says:
::walks into sickbay and looks around:: Self: Looks like everything is organized::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
CIV: To the legate's office Tam it’s on the highest point of this tower

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
CNS: How do you mean, Counselor?

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Stands stunned for a minute:: Adm_Crenshaw: What are our orders there?

AXO_Jameson says:
::hears the comm::

ACMO_Harek says:
<delete last :::>

TO_Cloud says:
::enters to TL:: TL: engineering

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
Adm: Oh we are in a tower ... Nice to know something ::Smiles:: So which way will that be Sir?

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances up and blinks in surprise, she raises an eyebrow and shrugs:: ACSO: Suggestions? Obviously what we're doing so far is not enough.

ACMO_Harek says:
<Dr. Grey> ACMO: How's the captain, Sir?

AXO_Jameson says:
::stands up, and moves to just behind the ACO::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::exits the TL and walks to TAC 1::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
<Adm_Crenshaw> ACO: Commander, your orders are to rescue Adm Bolitho and your ships XO, oh as well as the Romulan legate. To put it bluntly I'm putting you in the middle of a Romulan civil war Commander you are to get in and get out

AXO_Jameson says:
::whispers:: ACO: Romulus?  I thought that's the attention we were supposed to be avoiding!

TO_Cloud says:
::exits the TL at main engineering and tells his team to start the search::

EO_Hixxan says:
::exits Main engineering and heads for deck 11 where there is a burnt out wall panel that needs repair, notices that the CEO isn't in his office and wonders where he is::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Glances back at the CNS :: CNS: No... It isn't.  But we can't seem to make any connection between the disappearances either...

ACO_Hazzem says:
Adm_Crenshaw: I take it our presence is not welcome there, am I correct?

ACMO_Harek says:
Dr. Grey: Terrible, he won't stop complaining!

CNS_Samantha says:
::Gestures towards the view screen, she shakes her head and frowns:: ACSO: I guess we'll never get the chance to.

AXO_Jameson says:
::whispers:: ACO: Do we still have that Klingon cloaking device??

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::watches the Admiral walk out and follows him taking her disrupter in her hands ::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
<Adm_Crenshaw>ACO: You will defend yourselves if fired upon.

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Lets out a short laugh:: CNS: Chalk up another one under "unsolved mysteries"

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Nods:: Adm_Crenshaw: Understood, Sir.

TO_Cloud says:
::starts walking through engineering, scanning for anything strange::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances up:: Self: We're going to be part of a civil war that doesn't involve us?

ACMO_Harek says:
<Dr. Grey> ACMO: That bad, Sir?

AXO_Jameson says:
::after giving Hazz her suggestions, she sat back in the XO’s seat, and checked if the Klingon Cloaking device is still in operation::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
<Adm_Crenshaw>ACO: Good luck Commander...have you left yet? StarFleet out!

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Checks round a corner before heading down it wondering just how far up they have to go and wondering if she’s out of condition :: Self: new I shouldn't have given up running

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Turns around to the bridge:: ALL: You heard the man. FCO: Set course to Romulus, warp 9

CNS_Samantha says:
ACO: Captain, I would like to note my objection to this.

AXO_Jameson says:
::Self: Shut up Sam, we are under orders::

ACMO_Harek says:
::nods and walk towards medical storage, and opens a cabinet::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The Seleya crosses the neutral zone

TO_Cloud says:
::is standing beside the warp core still scanning::

ACO_Hazzem says:
CNS: Your objection noted, but let me remind you that we're only rescuing Admiral Bolitho and Commander Bolitho


AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: Captain?  Shall we use the cloak.  It is available if we wish to use it

CNS_Samantha says:
ACO: And might be getting in the way of a civil war, Captain.

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: I don't wanna break a treaty over a mission, we are to defend ourselves if we're fired upon

EO_Hixxan says:
::leaves turbolift and walks along the corridor to the burnt out panel, he opens it up slowly and sees the mess inside, he picks up a tricorder and begins to scan::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Permission to abort internal scans, sir?

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
::Still is walking along, still not saying anything wondering if they are actually there or how much further::

ACO_Hazzem says:
CNS: They are Starfleet officers, whatever Starfleet decides it’s their responsibility

ACMO_Harek says:
::looks around and checks the inventory::

ACO_Hazzem says:
CNS: But I will not let 2 of our men die

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: Acknowledged.  I'll keep an eye on our position in relation to the XO and ADM’s position once we are close enough

CNS_Samantha says:
ACO: Of course sir, but at what price?

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Try to get a lock before we get into the system

TO_Cloud says:
::meets up with his team:: CTO: Cloud to Darklighter?

AXO_Jameson says:
::scans the impending area::

CTO_Darklighter says:
*TO* Darklighter here

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: Already doing so Sir

ACO_Hazzem says:
CNS: No time to argue. All: All stations, to battle mode

ACO_Hazzem says:
*Ship-Wide*: All senior officers report to the bridge

TO_Cloud says:
*CTO* sir we have searched engineering, nothing to report. We are moving on to the next section

CNS_Samantha says:
::Sighs and glances back at the ACSO:: ACSO: Seems like you get your first taste of battle already. ::Walks towards the bottom of the bridge::
EO_Hixxan says:
::puts down tricorder and takes out burnt panel using gloves::

CTO_Darklighter says:
*TO* Send your team on, but i need you back on the bridge now

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Smiles slightly and turns back to his console ::

AXO_Jameson says:
::ties the sensors into the deflector to increase the range and precision of the sensors::

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Anything?

TO_Cloud says:
*CTO* aye sir. on my way

ACMO_Harek says:
::sees the red-alert and here's the come:: Dr. Grey: Your in charge until I get back, prepare for any emergency.

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Turns off non-critical sensor activity and focuses external sensors ::

TO_Cloud says:
::nods to his team and heads for the TL:: TL: deck one

ACMO_Harek says:
::Exits sickbay and heads into the TL: TL: Bridge

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: Nothing yet Sir

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Walks along another long corridor wondering why they are headed to this office::

EO_Hixxan says:
::replaces panel with new one and closes it up::

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Keep trying, and coordinate with Transporter Room 1; I need them beamed over before they Romulans realize what's happening

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@ACTION: Bolitho x2 arrives in the legate's office and quickly find themselves surrounded by a dozen Romulans with disruptors. Bolitho ignores them and barks out orders in Romulan and reluctantly they lower their weapons

AXO_Jameson says:
AXO: Yes sir.

ACMO_Harek says:
::exits the TL and onto the bridge::


ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Keeps a sharp eye for Romulan activity in the area::

TO_Cloud says:
::exits the TL to the bridge:: CTO: Ens cloud reporting as ordered

ACO_Hazzem says:
ACSO: Ensign, look out for any "cloaked" friends

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::watches the rommies nervously ::Adm: So Just what was my part in this Sir ::glances back at the rommies taking a step away from them::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Aye, sir.  Scanning for cloaking devices now.

CTO_Darklighter says:
TO: Take your station

ACMO_Harek says:
::walks down onto the lower bridge deck::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: A Romulan warbird D'deridex class decloaks and matches the Seleya's course while making no hostile moves what so ever

TO_Cloud says:
::nods and walks to his station::

AXO_Jameson says:
::accesses the transporter controls from the chair, and co-ordinates that as soon as the sensors have a confirmed lock on the ADM/ XO(CIV) and the legate,  it beams them aboard::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances up from her console, she sighs and glances up:: ACO: We got company, Captain. One Romulan warbird.

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Frowns::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Sir, a Warbird has just decloaked and matched our course.

EO_Hixxan says:
::closes up panel and heads back for main engineering::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
CIV: Sorry Tam you got the tail end of this, the situation got a little out of hand and well your here...::smiles:: it is good to see you thou...if thou its a little under false pretences

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Don't power your weapons yet, just keep the shields up

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Steady our course as ordered

CTO_Darklighter says:
ACO: Aye sir

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: We should continue unless they make a hostile move

ACMO_Harek says:
::watches the madness unfold::

CNS_Samantha says:
AXO: And do you think they're here just to keep us company?

.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Second D'deridex warbird decloaks and is on an intercept course with the Seleya

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Another warbird has decloaked..

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: So much for the getting in secretly stuff

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
Adm: Oh just the usual then Sir ::smiles a little amused and looks around:: Adm: So care to tell me why you need me Sir ?

TO_Cloud says:
CTO: sir he has a friend

CTO_Darklighter says:
TO: I see him

CNS_Samantha says:
ACO: A second Romulan ship just decloaked and on direct intercept course.

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Sighs in stress:: AXO: Try to avoid the one intercepting us and put us back on course

CNS_Samantha says:
<on a>

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Do we have our people on sensors?

ACMO_Harek says:
::sits down on the side bench next to the CNS's chair::

AXO_Jameson says:
::tries to avoid them and stay on course::

TO_Cloud says:
CTO: sir their weapons are powered and are tracking us

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: Not yet sir, and they are hostile sir.  Raised shields and powered weapons::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: First D’deridex warbird breaks course and moves to intercept the Seleya raising her shields and weapons

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Enforce the shields facing the Romulan ships, incase they decide to fire

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Still looks around then goes and leans on the wall listening to everyone talking ::

CTO_Darklighter says:
ACO: Aye sir

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Monitors the Warbirds' course on sensors ::

EO_Hixxan says:
::enters main engineering and notices that the ship has raised shields, he goes to one of the panels to monitor power going to the deflectors::

TO_Cloud says:
CTO: the first war bird is on tracking us

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: They are on an intercept course

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Thinks::

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Increase speed to 9.5


ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Let's see how fast are they

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::resting disrupter over her shoulder and glances at a Romulan that looking at her resisting the urge to pull a face at him::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Second warbird comes within weapons range and fires on the Seleya with plasma torpedoes

AXO_Jameson says:
::increases speed, and continues with course, compensating with the moving warbirds::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: They're firing on us!

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Braces for impact ::

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Evasive maneuvers

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Plasma torpedoes impact on the Seleya shields

ACMO_Harek says:
ACO: Sir, unless you asked the senior staff here for a reason, I'll head back to sickbay

CNS_Samantha says:
ACO: Direct hit, Captain. Shields holding.

ACO_Hazzem says:
ACMO: Alright, and get your teams ready

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::wonders was it really worth her being all dressed up as a rommie just to bring a comm devise down and why they couldn't have just beamed the thing down::

TO_Cloud says:
ACO: should we return fire?

EO_Hixxan says:
::moves with impact, and redirects plasma flow to  the deflectors::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: First Warbird attacks the second warbird

CTO_Darklighter says:
Self: What the..??

CNS_Samantha says:
ACO: Shields down to 85%.

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Report

 ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Eyes widen as the sensor reports come in::

CTO_Darklighter says:
ACO: The first warbird is firing on the second

ACMO_Harek says:
ACO: Aye, Sir ::gets up and heads back to the turbolift:: TL: Deck 12


ACO_Hazzem says:
::Eyes widen::

AXO_Jameson says:
Self: Okay then....good job we didn't fire back

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The Seleya at warp 9.5 pulls away from the ensuing firefight between the 2 warbirds

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: There is a civil war after all Sir

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::starts biting her nails wondering what’s go to happen now::

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: I guess, stay on course and speed

AXO_Jameson says:
::continues course to Romulus::

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: ETA?

ACMO_Harek says:
::turns around and sees the bridge disappear as the doors close::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances up at shock:: All: Since when do Romulans care more about internal affairs then Starfleet?

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: 10 minutes sir

ACO_Hazzem says:
CNS: That's a good question

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Anything from our people?

AXO_Jameson says:
::Self: You're the CNS, you tell us::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Frowns:: Self: Something is terribly wrong here.

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: Nothing yet sir.  Sensors haven't found them either

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Third warbird decloaks and is on an intercept course with the Seleya ETA 2 minutes

ACMO_Harek says:
::exits the TL and returns to sickbay again::

CTO_Darklighter says:
Self: Not again

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Don't tell me, Romulans

CNS_Samantha says:
::Curses as another reading enter the area:: ACO: We got another inbound.

CTO_Darklighter says:
::nods the ACO to the CNS's comment::

EO_Hixxan says:
*ACO* Sir, the ships stress levels are through the roof, I'm not sure how long structural integrity can hold up at this warp

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Steady course

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Warbird closes within firing range and launches torpedoes

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Another plasma torpedo incoming, sir!

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::sighs as no one is talking to her and she doesn't particularly want to talk to the rommies or anyone in the room in fact and walks to the other Side of the room while some of them watch her.. leans against the other wall and Looks:: Rommies What ?

 ACO_Hazzem says:
*EO* Your wishes have come true. AXO: Drop out of warp, evasive maneuvers

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Target their Engines and weapons systems

ACMO_Harek says:
::walks into sickbay to see a few crewmembers with bumps and bruises::

CTO_Darklighter says:
ACO: Yes sir ::locks weapons::


Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Torpedoes impact on the shields. The ACSO consoles explodes sending him flying through the air

AXO_Jameson says:
::Drops out of warp, and performs evasive maneuvers, still slowly making their way to the target area::

EO_Hixxan says:
::notices drop out of warp, and goes to another station to prepare for battle::

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Shouts:: CTO: Status

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Lands on the ground beside the TAC Console, unconscious ::

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Runs over to the CSO:: CSO: Are you ok, Ensign?

CTO_Darklighter says:
ACO: Sir the ACSO is down and the Romulans aren't pulling no punches sir

AXO_Jameson says:
*ACMO*: Med team to the bridge. Stat!

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Fire all weapons

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Dreams of his idyllic childhood ::

CTO_Darklighter says:
ACO: Yes sir ::fires all weapons::

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Starts humming quietly to herself while everyone seems busy at doing what ever they are doing now::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The Seleya returns fire with phasers and torpedoes

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Report

ACMO_Harek says:
::great:: *AXO* I'm on my way ::grabs a med kit and turns back around::

AXO_Jameson says:
*ACMO*: Acknowledged

CTO_Darklighter says:
ACO: Direct hit sir


ACMO_Harek says:
Carlson: Come with me!

CNS_Samantha says:
::Slaves main SCI to SCI 2, she glances around nervously before taking over the scanners:: ACO: We can't take much more of this, Captain.

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Get back to course, 9.5

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::looks out one of the windows getting her first View of Romulus: Self: wow Im really here its not figment of my imagination

ACMO_Harek says:
<Carlson> ACMO: Aye, Sir

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Warbird returns fire with disruptors

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Dreams: building model starships with his dad on Earth ::

AXO_Jameson says:
::replaces whoever is standing over the ACSO, and puts him in the recovery position for whatever race he is::

CTO_Darklighter says:
ACO: Sir permission to switch to quantum torpedoes

AXO_Jameson says:
<delete from   for....>

ACMO_Harek says:
::enters TL: TL: Deck One

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Do it, and send a few before we leave

TO_Cloud says:
::fires phasers at the warbird::

CTO_Darklighter says:
ACO: Yes sir ::switches and fires::

AXO_Jameson says:
::talks quietly and soothingly to the ACSO::

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Sets course at warp 9.5::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The Seleya fires a full spread of Quantum torpedoes which pierce the Warbirds weakened shields from the TO's phaser volley

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::is still looking out of the window::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Warbird blows up

ACMO_Harek says:
::exits the TL and sees the ACSO on the ground::

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Watches the warbird on main screen:: Self: Yes

AXO_Jameson says:
::despite him being unconscious, she carries on murmuring to the ACSO::

EO_Hixxan says:
::notices explosion aboard romulan ship and gets ready to brace for shockwaves::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: LRS detect another warbird on a intercept course

CTO_Darklighter says:
Self: Well he wont be following us

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Presses the "go" button at conn::

CNS_Samantha says:
ACO: Another warbird inbound, they'll be here in a few.

AXO_Jameson says:
::stands up, and moves back to the XO’s chair once the ACMO is present::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The Seleya goes to warp

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Are they dead ahead?

TO_Cloud says:
Self: this is going to be a running fight all the way

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Chuckles to herself noticing how high up they are and whether to get the Admirals attention to show him just for amusement purposes::

AXO_Jameson says:
::takes over control of Conn from whoever was doing it::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Blacks out completely ::

TO_Cloud says:
ACO: they well intercept us in 2 minutes

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Suddenly stands up and sees a series of explosions and smoke sparking up from many locations::

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: When I give you my mark, I want you to drop, not launch, drop a few quantum torpedoes


EO_Hixxan says:
:: monitors for damage on ships hull::

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Fly straight at them, then when we drop them I want you to change course and avoid them

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: Yes sir

ACMO_Harek says:
::kneels beside the ACSO and begins medical tricorder scans:: Carlson: Fist Degree plasma burns to facial and neck, minor fracture to the parietal bone

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: ETA to the warbird?

TO_Cloud says:
ACO: aye sir

AXO_Jameson says:
::flies straight at them, and prepares to change course back to the original heading::

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::raises an eyebrow at another explosions wondering what is going on ::

CTO_Darklighter says:
ACO: 1 minute sir

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Drop them

CTO_Darklighter says:
::smiles:: ACO: Yes sir

EO_Hixxan says:
::notices that a few EPS relays have been taken out around the hit areas of the ship, and some slight buckling on the lower decks::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The warbird fires its own spread of plasma torpedoes

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Get out of their sight now

AXO_Jameson says:
::changes course to original heading::

TO_Cloud says:
ACO: incoming

AXO_Jameson says:
::goes to high warp::

ACO_Hazzem says:
TO: Enforce the shields


Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The plasma torpedoes miss and the warbird hits the 'mines' crippling her

ACO_Hazzem says:
*EO* Report

ACMO_Harek says:
OPS: I need a beam directly to sickbay

 TO_Cloud says:
ACO: yes sir

CTO_Darklighter says:
::holds fire and waits::

EO_Hixxan says:
*ACO* Minor damage on the lower decks, shield are hit - but I'm compensating with auxiliary systems

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Sensors detect the activation of Romulan planetary self-defense platforms coming in line with the approach of the Seleya

ACO_Hazzem says:
*EO* Hang in there, we're almost there

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Are we picking up our people?

CTO_Darklighter says:
Self: it's just not our day

EO_Hixxan says:
*AC)* Understood Sir

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: Not yet sir

CTO_Darklighter says:
ACO: Incoming planetary defense platforms

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Sighs as she sees many other and wondering why everyone is just standing around and what for ::

ACMO_Harek says:
<OPS> ACMO:  Locking on and transporting

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Sighs::

CTO_Darklighter says:
TO: Keep those shields up

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The ACMO and ACSO are beamed to sickbay

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Taps his foot to the floor, thinking::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
::materializes on a bio-bed ::

TO_Cloud says:
CTO: yes sir   ::Sees the weapons platforms locking them::

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: The sensors are doing their best sir.

AXO_Jameson says:
::comes out of warp::

EO_Hixxan says:
::still monitoring shields::

AXO_Jameson says:
::goes into orbit around Romulus::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Platforms lock onto the approaching starship but do not fire

ACMO_Harek says:
::materializes in sickbay:: Carlson: Get working on regenerating the burns, I’ll worry about the cranial trauma

CTO_Darklighter says:
Self: it's a stand off

ACO_Hazzem says:
Self: What would the captain do now?

TO_Cloud says:
CTO: sir we've just been locked by 15 weapons platforms

ACMO_Harek says:
<Carlson> ::grabs dermal regenerator:: ACMO: Will do, Sir

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Do we have our people on sensors?

AXO_Jameson says:
COMM: XO: Seleya to Lira-Bolitho, do you read me?  Come in Lira-Bolitho

AXO_Jameson says:
ACO: No Sir, I'm trying to communicate with the XO though

ACMO_Harek says:
::finds his medical tray and grabs a Osteogenic Stimulator::

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
Comm: AXO: No Anya I didn't

AXO_Jameson says:
COMM: XO: It's good to hear your voice!  What are your co-ordinates, and those of the legate and ADM?

ACMO_Harek says:
::maneuvers the device to the back of the ACSO heads and begins regenerating the bone::

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Those things are probably waiting for our shields to lower then they fire

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
COMM: AXO: On Romulus... hang on. Will send ... And it’s about time to you got here

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
<@>

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Send the coordinates to transporter room 1

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: CIV transmits the co-ordinates of where the Romulans, CIV and ADM are

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Plays with a devise and sends co -ordinates to the AXO::

CTO_Darklighter says:
ACO: sounds about right sir

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: Seleya receives co-ordinates

TO_Cloud says:
ACO: could we not lower our bottom shields and beam them up?

ACO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Send a security team down to TR1

AXO_Jameson says:
::sends the co-ords to TR1, and performs transport of the three people::

ACMO_Harek says:
<Carlson> ACMO: I'm finished, Sir

CTO_Darklighter says:
ACO: Aye sir ::turns to Cloud:: TO: get yourself and a team down to TR 1

ACO_Hazzem says:
TO: We would still have interference from the other shielded sides

TO_Cloud says:
CTO: yes sir :: heads for the TL::

TO_Cloud says:
TL: TR1

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Goes over to SCI1:: ALL: I'm leaving a sensor picture of ours behind, it should slow the turrets targeting systems down, we pick up our men and leave

AXO_Jameson says:
::creates a lockdown in TR1 for security::

ACMO_Harek says:
Carlson: Good job! Could you hand me 2cc of inpedrazine

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Full impulse CTO: Drop shields and energize

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The ACSO goes into cardiac arrest

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Leaves a sensor picture::

TO_Cloud says:
::exits the TL and meets up with his team outside TR1:: Team: stand ready men

AXO_Jameson says:
::goes to full impulse::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The weapons platforms all fire at the sensor ghost, and the transporters pick up the Romulans, Adm and CIV

AXO_Jameson says:
::breaks lockdown of TR1::

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Set a course back to the neutral zone, warp 9

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
::materializes back on Sel along with the Adm and a rommie::

TO_Cloud says:
:: enters TR1::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The Seleya raises her shields just in time as the platforms fire on the Seleya and in a bright flash the Seleya goes to warp

ACO_Hazzem says:
Self: Whew

AXO_Jameson says:
::breathes a sigh of relief as the transport is successful::

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
::Looks a round at the sec officers and sees the TO:: TO: Okies now I get to go to the brig?

ACMO_Harek says:
Carlson: Belay that order :: scans the ACSO::  he's going into cardiac arrest, get a cardio stimulator and charge it to10mj

ACO_Hazzem says:
AXO: Steady course, and you have the bridge

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Enters the TL:: TL :Deck 6

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION LRS detect numerous ships involved in battles

AXO_Jameson says:
::steadies course, and takes command::

TO_Cloud says:
CIV: good to see your ok .. This way sirs

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Enters TR1, and sees the company:: TO: Stand down

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Keeps a frown on his face::

ACMO_Harek says:
<Carlson> ACMO: Charging sir!

AXO_Jameson says:
::plots a course to avoid various battles between the romulans::

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
::Glances at the Rommie and the Adm:: Adm/Rommie : after your Sirs .. TO: Thanks

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The ACSO responds to the ACMO's treatment with the cardio stimulator

ACO_Hazzem says:
CIV: Welcome back.........Commander

ACO_Hazzem says:
Adm/Romulans: Admiral, your honors, welcome aboard

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
::Smiles:: ACO: Thank you Sir .. Nice to be back

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Clears the way for the company::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACO: I want a cargo bay isolated from the rest of the ship and crew now...Commander!

ACO_Hazzem says:
TO: You can get back to the bridge now

ACMO_Harek says:
Carlson: Heart rate stabilizing!

ACO_Hazzem says:
Adm-Bolithio: May I ask why, sir

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
::Looks at the Admiral and his sharpness and says Nothing::

TO_Cloud says:
ACO: Yes sir

AXO_Jameson says:
::relaxes back into the Big Chair , and brushes the hair out of her eyes::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACO: No you may not Commander… now do I have to ask again?

Host CIV_Bolitho says:
::Shakes head at the ACO:: ACO: Sir would you mind if I went to my quarters?

TO_Cloud says:
::heads for the TL::

ACO_Hazzem says:
::resists the temptation to reject the Admiral's orders::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: ACSO stabilizes, heart rate and blood pressure return to almost normal

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Starts dreaming again ::

ACO_Hazzem says:
::Tabs his commbadge:: *CTO* Hazzem to Lieutenant Darklighter, isolate cargo bay 1 as per the Admiral’s order

ACO_Hazzem says:
*CTO* And keep a security team outside it ::Glares at the admiral::

CTO_Darklighter says:
*ACO* Aye sir

CTO_Darklighter says:
*ACO* Understood sir

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACO: Thank you ::storms off with the other Romulans in tow::

ACO_Hazzem says:
CIV: You may go Commander, if there is anything you need you know where to find me

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***End Where forth art thou Buzzard***
Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***End Where forth art thou Buzzard***


